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Common motion is a fundamental grouping cue in video sequences. While
for monocular and stereo image sequences, several approaches tomotion
segmentation have been investigated, it still remains a research problem
to compute dense 3D motion segmentation efficiently. Many approaches
match images sparsely at interest points and infer the groups of points
with common 3D rigid-body motion (e.g., [1, 5]). Methods for dense 3D
motion segmentation are still far from real-time performance (e.g., [6,8]).

We propose in this paper an efficient approach to dense 3D motion
segmentation in RGB-D video. We formulate an EM framework (see
Fig. 1) that recovers a segmentationL = {li = k}N

i=1 into motion seg-
mentsM= {mk}

M
k=1, estimates their 3D rigid-body motionsΘ= {θk}

M
k=1,

and also finds the number of segmentsM by optimizing

argmax
Θ

∑
L

p(L | Iseg,Θ, Iref ) ln p(Iseg | Θ, Iref ,L), (1)

Our approach makes no difference between background and foreground
objects and copes with camera motion as well as multiple moving objects.

We model the likelihood of a labellingL in a random field

p(L | Iseg,Θ, Iref ) ∝ ∏
i

p(zi | θli , Iref ) ∏
j∈N (i)

p(li, l j | Iseg) (2)

that incorporates the likelihood of the data at each site and pair-wise inter-
action terms between neighborsN (i) of site i. The data likelihoodp(zi |
θli , Iref ) quantifies the likelihood of the observationzi ∈ Iseg at a site under
its label’s motion estimateθli . For the pair-wise interaction terms we use
a contrast-sensitive Potts model [2]. We incorporate additional pair-wise
couplings to avoid multiple data associations of a site in the segmented
image to the same site in the reference image.

Efficient graph-cuts [3] are then applied find a maximum likelihood
labellingLML = argmaxL p(L | Iseg,Θ, Iref ). To estimate motion, we ap-
ply approximations to arrive at

argmax
Θ

∑
i

∑
li

p(li | LML \{li}, Iseg,Θ, Iref ) ln p(zi | θli , Iref ). (3)

The weight of a site intuitively is the likelihood of belonging to a segment.
Model complexity is controlled using label costs [4]. We start with

one segment and perform EM with one additional segment in each itera-
tion until the number of segments keeps constant and EM has converged.
For the sequential segmentation of an image towards a video we propose
to initialize EM in each frame with the result from the previous frame.
This way, the EM algorithm requires only few iterations.

The performance of our EM approach strongly depends on the un-
derlying image representation. In principle, any representation is suitable
that defines data likelihoodp(zi | θli , Iref ), image site neighborhoodNS(i),
and dissimilarity for the pair-wise interaction terms. To solve Eq. (3), an
image registration technique is required that allows to incorporate individ-
ual weights for the image sites. Instead of segmenting the large number
of pixels in the image, we represent RGB-D images compactly as multi-
resolution surfel maps [7]. These maps capture noise characteristicsin a
local multi-resolution structure in which the maximum resolution adapts
to the distance of the measurements. In effect, the content of an RGB-
D image is compressed from 640×480 pixels to only several thousand
voxels, making dense inference of labels in the map efficient.

In experiments on test sequences with ground-truth segmentations
and rigid-body motions, we demonstrate that our approach efficiently
identifies moving segments with high accuracy and recovers 3D rigid-
body motion of the segments at good accuracy (see Fig. 2 for examples),
also at real-time operation on a CPU.
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Figure 1: We segment motion in an RGB-D imageIseg towards a reference
imageIref in an efficient EM framework. In the E-step, we evaluate the
likelihood of image site labelsli under the latest motion estimatesθk.
Efficient graph cuts yield a maximum likelihood labellingLML given the
motion estimates, which is then used to approximate the label likelihoods.
In the M-step, motion is reestimated taking into account label likelihoods.
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Figure 2: Example segmentations (outliers dark red).


